HUNTINGTON BEACH
73RD ANNUAL
PIER SWIM

SATURDAY, JUNE 8, 2024
MAIN STREET AND PCH (ON THE SAND-SOUTH SIDE OF PIER)

EVENT TIME: 7:00AM - 11:00AM
RACE: ONCE AROUND THE HUNTINGTON BEACH PIER (APPROXIMATELY 1/2 MILE)

PRE-REGISTRATION: MARCH 5 - MAY 15
REGISTRATION FEE: $25
SCAN QR CODE FOR FURTHER SWIM DETAILS
LOCATED IN THE “COMMUNITY EVENTS” SECTION

QUESTIONS: CALL (714) 960-8870
EMAIL: KACI.THOL@SURFCITY-HB.ORG
HBSANDS.ORG

REGISTER NOW:
SPECIAL AWARD: THE GENE BELSHE MEMORIAL PERPETUAL TROPHY WILL BE AWARDED TO THE TOP TEAM.

AWARD BASED ON TOP AFFILIATED FINISHERS IN ANY DIVISION.

AWARDS: FIRST THROUGH THIRD PLACE IN EACH DIVISION WILL RECEIVE AWARDS. ALSO, THE FASTEST HB RESIDENT BOY AND THE FASTEST HB RESIDENT GIRL IN THE JUNIORS DIVISION WILL BE AWARDED.

CONDITIONS: NO WETSUITS, FINS, PADDLES OR OTHER ASSISTS ALLOWED. NO ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED FROM PERSONS WHO HAVE NOT REACHED THEIR 12TH BIRTHDAY BY EVENT DAY.